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www.elsevier.com/locate/ijgfsContributorsBe´ne´dict Beauge´ studied architecture in Zurich and
Paris, but then worked mainly as a set decorator for
cinema. Since 1990 he has worked as a food writer for
magazines and with some of the most important chefs in
France (Alain Ducasse, Pierre Gagnaire, Alain Senderens,
and Michel Troisgros). He is mostly interested in the
portrayal of food by the media, and in questions of cuisine
style (of the chefs) and sensibility (of the diners). Some of
his books are: ‘Aventures de la cuisine franc-aise’, a history
of French contemporary cuisine; ‘Champagne, images et
imaginaire’, a cultural history of Champagne; ‘Les cuisines
de la critique gastronomique’ (with Se´bastien Demorand),
about restaurant reviewing and food writing.
Douglas Baldwin is an applied mathematician currently
doing research on nonlinear waves at the University of
Colorado at Boulder (USA). Douglas is also an amateur
cook and has written extensively on sous vide cooking.
His ‘‘A Practical Guide to Sous Vide Cooking’’ was posted
online in 2008 and has been translated into three lan-
guages; he published the cookbook ‘‘Sous Vide for the
Home Cook’’ in 2010; and he is frequently consulted by
chefs, food scientists, and food authorities across the globe
about sous vide cooking.
Jose´ Miguel Aguilera is a Professor of Food Engineering
at the P. Universidad Cato´lica de Chile (PUC) in Santiago
de Chile and president of CONICYT (National Committee
of Science and Technology of Chile). After studying
chemical engineering, he obtained his M.Sc. degree in food
technology from MIT and then his Ph.D. in food science
from Cornell University. His areas of interest in research
are those related to the effects of food microstructure on
the physical properties of food and food process engineer-
ing. He is co-author (with D.W. Stanley) of the book
‘‘Microstructural Principles of Food Processing and Engi-
neering’’, and of over 130 scientiﬁc papers. For the last ten
years he has been a consultant to the Nestle Research
Center in Lausanne on food microstructure. He has
received several awards: the Guggenheim Fellowship; the
International Award (1993) of the Institute of Foodee front matter
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roduction and hosting by ElsevierTechnologists (IFT); the Alexander von Humboldt
Research Award (Berlin, 2003) for accomplishments in
introducing microstructure studies to food engineering;
and the 2005 Research and Development Award of
the IFT.
Josune Ayo and Virginia Navarro are scientists in the
ﬁeld of nutrition and food technology at the New Food
Products group in AZTI-Tecnalia (Spain). They work on
the design and development of new foods with health
claims, functional food formulations, and the preservation
and demonstration of the effectiveness of bioactive com-
pounds. They are the authors of 35 articles published in
scientiﬁc journals and books, and of 3 patents based on
their research ﬁndings. Since 2008 the pair has been
involved in nutrition and gastronomy projects with chefs
from the Mugaritz group.
Andoni Luis Aduriz, Dani Lasa, Javier Vergara, Oswaldo
Oliva, Ramo´n Perise´, Gema Serrano work at Mugaritz
restaurant, under the direction of Andoni Luis Aduriz, in
the Basque Country (Spain). From the restaurant’s open-
ing in 1998, the group has worked in search of matching
sensory pleasure and the symbolic components of cuisine,
as a new way of combining gastronomy practice and
commitment with its surroundings. This relationship with
their cultural and geographical habitat is strengthened by a
clear vocation for research. Mugaritz pursues the best
cooking techniques and technologies without skimping on
the use of all the possibilities that science can bring to the
gastronomic sector. Mugaritz restaurant has obtained
multiple awards in the culinary and creative ﬁeld. The
ten cooking books published by the research group cover a
broad range of topics focusing on for example: different
food products, food for children, botany from the kitchen,
and the basic science behind cooking procedures. They
have also published several scientiﬁc articles including:
‘‘From the chefs mind to the dish: How scientific approaches
facilitate the creative process’’, in the Journal of Food
Biophysics; and ‘‘The pleasure of eating’’, in the book
‘Reflections on science inspired by the kitchen’.
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the University of Mainz (Germany), he also runs a multi-
disciplinary research group on ‘soft matter food science’ at
the Max-Planck-Institute for Polymer Research in Mainz.
Together with his research on statistical soft matter theory,
he applies his efforts to experiments on modeling food
systems. He has also written several books on the science
of food and cooking and is editor of the ‘‘Journal
Culinaire’’, a periodical (in German) about the culture
and science behind culinary questions.
Puriﬁcacio´n Garcı´a-Segovia, Barreto-Palacios, Iborra-
Bernad, Andre´s-Bello, Gonza´lez-Carrascosa, Breto´n,
Martı´nez-Monzo´ are part of a research group at the
Polytechnic University of Valencia (Spain) and work in
the ﬁeld of Food Science and Technology as related to
food processing and food preservation. From 2003, the
group has worked on applications of science to gastro-
nomy. Their expertise is oriented towards vacuum cooking
and frying (they developed the Gastrovac), functional
ready-to-eat dishes of high sensory quality, and the use
of ICT (information and communication technologies)
tools to improve the dietary intake of different
populations.
Alex Atala is a creative and restless chef, he is known in
Brazil and throughout the world for exploring, using
classical structure and classical techniques, the gastrono-
mical possibilities of Brazilian ingredients. Atala began his
career in Belgium, at the E´cole Hoˆteliere de Namur.
In France, he worked at Jean Pierre Bruneau’s Michelin
3-star restaurant, and was an intern at Hoˆtel de la Coˆte
d’Or with Chef Bernard Loiseau. Later he headed on to
new ventures in the cuisines of Montpellier (France) and
Milan (Italy). In 1994 he returned to S~ao Paulo, and by the
end of 1999 he had opened D.O.M. restaurant. In 2009,Atala opened his second restaurant: Dalva e Dito. Atala’s
work has brought him around the world, he has partici-
pated in numerous events and gastronomical conferences,
and recently he published: ‘‘Alex Atala: Por uma Gastro-
nomia Brasileira’’, a two volume cookbook of recipes and
documentary photographs featuring indigenous Brazilian
ingredients.
David Chang is a noted Korean–American chef. He is
the chef/owner of the Momofuku restaurant group, which
includes Momofuku Noodle Bar, Momofuku Ssa¨m Bar,
Ma´ Peˆche, Momofuku Milk Bar, and Momofuku Ko all in
New York City, the latter with two Michelin stars since
2009; and Momofuku Seio¯bo in Sydney (Australia). Chang
attended Georgetown Prep in Maryland and then Trinity
College, where he majored in religious studies. Chang later
attended the French Culinary Institute (FCI). Pork plays a
starring role at David Chang’s informal and buzzing
restaurants, where either slow-cooked pork shoulder or
braised and grilled pork belly are served in steamed buns
or wrapped in lettuce. These and a variety of other small
plates reﬂect Chang’s eclectic approach.
Neil Perry is one of Australia’s leading and most
inﬂuential chefs and is founder of the successful ‘‘Rock-
pool’’ Empire. Neil’s career in hospitality began at the
front of the house, but quickly saw him move backstage.
Over the ensuing years, he realized his passion for cooking
by working with, and learning from, chefs such as Damien
Pignolet, Gay Bilson, Stephanie Alexander, Steve Manfredi,
and David Thompson. Neil opened Rockpool in Sydney in
February 1989 with his partner Trish Richards, and it has
developed into a world class restaurant, winning many awards.
In October 2006, Neil made his ﬁrst interstate foray, opening
Rockpool Bar and Grill in the Crown Complex in Melbourne
(Australia).
